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Anil Lamba Romancing The Balance Sheet
Are you having problems in your relationship? Are you upset about your partner's adultery behavior? Are you facing
instability issues and changing partners too frequently? Are you unable to cope with a breakup, divorce, or loneliness?
Do you feel unhappy, depressed, and stressed? The same was the story of Shikha, who happened to attend a two-day
spiritual retreat on teachings of The Bhagavad Gita that transformed her life completely along with 24 participants. This
book is filled with interesting activities, short real-life stories, and stories of Lord Krishna solving modern life problems,
along with original Shlokas translated in English. In the end, you take away amazing 40 life-learning lessons from
Bhagavad Gita. Blessings in the form of this book are right in your hand waiting to change your life. What are you waiting
for, just close your eyes and gift yourself and your loved ones this book 'The Gita Happiness Retreat: Discover 40 Life
Learning Lessons from the Bhagavad Gita.
Financial statement analysis seems like an obscure and complicated endeavor -- and, indeed, it is. However, even if
you’re not an economics major there are certain times when having a rudimentary working understanding of financial
statement analysis can be really important. Most commonly, people find that they need to do some financial statement
analysis if they’re looking to invest in a company or evaluate its financial condition. So if you want to be a savvy investor,
how do you go about it? That’s what we’ll discuss in this book.
'Riveting story, intelligently told with sly humour' - Kunal Basu 'Avik Chanda's debut novel is a relentless, heartbreaking
roller-coaster played out against the ticking of a clock, which grows ever more ominous as the hours go by, minute by
minute. His is a tale of greed, terror and death, but also of heroism and love. Chanda's exploration of the depths of man's
inhumanity is made even more stark by passages of quiet beauty that take the breath away.' - Joan Harcourt, Literary
Editor, Queen's Quarterly A firebrand ex-Naxal who seems to have gone missing at a critical juncture. A veteran
journalist accompanied by a young and naive sub-editor determined to find the truth. A suave but ruthless politician with a
hidden agenda, equally determined to stop the truth from getting out. A gang of hardened criminals ready to do his
bidding in cohorts with the police. Helpless villagers who are mere pawns in a bigger game. And a group of anxious
editors waiting in the claustrophobic newsroom of The Sentinel for the night to pass and the next day's 'anchor' to unfold
in the killing fields of a village on the outskirts of Kolkata. Over the course of an unforgettable, stifling, rain-soaked night,
the lives of these characters intertwine, clash and are changed inexorably. In Anchor, Avik Chanda presents a picture of
Kolkata in the late 1990s, and serving as its foil, a tiny fictional village, where people risk losing their homes, land - and
finally, even their lives.
What do companies like Walt Disney, Apple and Google have in common? How did Apple go from near bankruptcy to
becoming the richest company in the world in just fourteen years? How is the nascent success of Airbnb rewiring
Marriott's business model? Is Uber showing us the blueprint of future business? How do the distributed and dynamic
capability models powering these businesses distinguish them from traditional competitors? Dynamic Capability
Management provides the road map for proactive disruption. It helps modern businesses deal with volatility, rapid growth
and new skills in a much smarter manner. This ground-breaking book explains why Dynamic Capability Management is
the way to go for the future-ready organization. It demonstrates how traditional management practices are evolving to
meet the needs of a blended workforce. It shatters conventional organizational structures, provides a robust new talent
framework and presents a practical blueprint to make any business truly future-ready.
Struggle. Revolution. Change. Are these words simply meant for chanting or do they emerge as real agents of social
justice in a country where the divides stand taller than multistoried shopping malls and sky-licking urban ghettoes?
Footprints in the Bajra is a novel about the dark realities that even today hound India, a thriving modern democracy in the
eye of the world; about a young Maoist recruit named Muskaan from Bihar who meets Nora, a student-activist from New
Delhi. The story of Muskaan's transition in belief and action unfolds in this work that delights readers and travels with
ease across idioms and identities to engage with the personal interaction of the author with popular cultures, histories
and myths.
Investing in the stock market is challenging, as the market dynamics are unpredictable. Analysts, brokers and retails
investors realize to their dismay that investments do well, but investors don t do well . What could be the reasons behind
this? What goes on in an investor s mind? What makes a stock market bubble? How does it burst? How does one find
the right strategy of investing?Intrigued by these pertinent questions, Parag Parikh, a seasoned broker and expert, took
up this daunting task of understanding and demystifying investing in the stock market. Stocks to Riches is a distillate of
his experience. It simplifies investing in stocks and provides key perspectives for a lay investor venturing into the market.
At the end of the day, Stocks to Riches helps the retail investor make money by following the time-tested and proven
guidelines provided in the book. A must read for brokers, analysts and retail investors.
Insightful, interesting and a lot of fun' Ravi Subramanian 'An honest and extremely detailed recounting of the evolution of
the market’ BusinessLine 'A delightful book on the stock markets’ Free Press Journal A rip-roaring history of the Indian
stock market post liberalization. The wise and wily Lalchand Gupta takes you on an exciting journey through Dalal Street
in this comprehensive history of the stock market since 1991. From tech booms and tax evasion to banks and money
laundering; scams and crashes to fixers and investors, Lala has seen it all. Bringing the story up to the present, this
special fifth anniversary edition also makes keen observations about the developments on the trading floor of the
Bombay Stock Exchange in more recent times and doles out smart investing hacks in Lala’s inimitable style. Bulls, Bears
and Other Beasts is a must-read for anyone interested in the financial health of the country as well as those who want to
know about the sensational events that led up to the far more sterile stock-market operations of the present day.
About the Book : - In this book you will learn that there is no such thing as a non-Finance person. It's a misconception
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that Finance Management happens in the Finance Department. In fact, it is happening right through the
organization.There is a direct relationship between every action you take and the bottom line of your organization. This
book will help you to discover and strengthen that relationship. Understand here what Profit really means. If Balance
Sheets mystify you, these lucid truths will give you clarity. Learn the rules of Good Financial Management which will keep
you secure. Make the most efficient use of your Working Capital, and understand how an increase in Sales actually
impacts your Profit. Learn also the simple secrets of Marginal Costing, Leverage and Funds Flow.Written in a simple and
easy-to-read style, you will find yourself relaxing and enjoying this book as you become smarter at managing Finance.
About the Author:- Dr Anil Lamba is a practising chartered accountant holding degrees in Commerce and Law and a
Doctorate in Taxation. He is a prolific writer and has contributed over a thousand articles to leading newspapers and
magazines on topics ranging from finance to taxation, investments and company law.Dr Lamba is also the founder and
director of Lamcon school of Management, a renowned business school located in Pune, India. He is the author of a
series of training videos on finance for non-finance persons titled figure out the world of figures and has also done
pioneering work in distance education and e-learning. A trainer of international repute on finance management, he
teaches extensively, and his clients comprise several hundred large and medium corporations across different countries
of the world.
Dr Anil Lamba's bestselling book Romancing the Balance Sheet covered several important aspects of finance management. Eye on the
Bottom Line is an attempt to include more areas which are critical for a business owner or manager to understand in order to exercise better
control over the figures that a business generates. Gain a deeper insight into making and reading Balance Sheets and Cash Flow
Statements. Learn how to evaluate financial reports using Ratio and Funds Flow Analyses. Read this book to get a macro view of the
application of the principles of finance management to the running of a nation, stock market investing and why we must pay taxes. All of it
written in a way that can be understood by anyone.
The function of a correctly prepared Balance Sheet is to exhibit the true and correct view of the state of affairs of any concern. This new
edition targets those questions related to the Balance Sheet that arise from some tricky sounding financial jargons which play important role
in determining the overall fiscal health of the organization. Like in the earlier edition, readers would be taken through witty conversations
infused with answers but this time they will cater to certain other equally important sections of the Balance Sheet that had not been previously
addressed. Highlights of this edition: Real-life Balance Sheet illustrations on actual figures of five Indian Retail Apparel companies along with
their Common-Size Balance Sheet illustrations, Shareholders Fund illustrations. Identifying financial terms such as Capital Structure, Bad
Debts, Advance from Customer, Notes to Accounts, Principle of Conservatism, Contractual Obligations or Ensuring Restrictions, Postbalance Sheet Disclosures, Understanding the limitations of the Balance Sheet and Revised Exercises.˜
"Ratios Made Simple" looks at ratios from the perspective of an investor. Ratios are given in nine chapters, where each chapter looks at a
different aspect that may concern an investor. These include return, profitability, and volatility.
This book focuses on a ‘detailed-commentary’ and ‘step-by-step approach’ for the Forensic Audit of Financial Transactions. It also deals
with each and every aspect of Forensic Audit of various items of statement of Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet. The Present Publication is the
Latest Edition & is updated with all amendments and legal position up to July 2020, authored by G.C. Pipara. Understanding the Forensic
Audit is not complete, without actual Case Analysis and this book includes analysis of actual company cases relating to Forensic Audit, where
either fraud or misrepresentation of information is found. With the help of Case Analysis, how to achieve the maximum objective of Forensic
Audit, has been explained in a lucid language with step by step approach. Each part of this book deals with the different segments of the
forensic audit and each part has been devised carefully, keeping in mind – ‘Maximum Result’ and with an objective that the real purpose of
Forensic Audit is served. This book deals with – • Misstatement of information in financial statement, • Incorrect details in financial statement,
• Diversion of funds by an entity, • Siphoning of Funds by an entity, • Fraud in some of the transactions undertaken by the entity, • Fraud in
books of accounts and other records, • Fraud in the balance sheet – one which is even audited, • Fraud by the auditor in helping the
organization to accomplish its intention etc. The structure of the Book is as follows: • Part One Deals with the introduction of forensic audit
and looks into the past, present and future of forensic audit. This part is presented to establish the foundation of the book. • Part Two Deals
with important transactions pertaining to purchases of goods, sales and other major expenditures - which forms part of the statement of profit
& loss account. Provisions and contingent liabilities are often used by an entity to cook the books of account and therefore, a separate
chapter is presented on this issue. • Part Three The various items contained in the balance sheet, are a major part of the activities of any
entity and therefore, is a major part of any forensic audit also. Therefore, in this part of the book, the following important activities of an
entity’s are covered: ? Fixed (Hard) Assets – hard to spot ? Intangible Assets and Goodwill – neither visible nor real ? Capital Work In
Progress (CWIP), Stock In Progress (SIP) and Stock – not seeing the light of day ? Piling Stock and Mounting Debtors – an evergreen
technique for every-greening ? Investments – without objectives like a traveller without a destination ? Loans and Advances given – gone with
the wind ? Equity and Shareholders – invisible ownership • Part Four Apart from specific activities of an entity, as covered in part two and
three, there are some transactions that are special. These are considered as “Key Metrics” for the purpose of forensic audit and thus,
covered in this part of the book, which includes:- ? Absence of confirmation of balances ? Off-balance sheet transactions ? Round-tripping
etc. It is also common in forensic audit that full records are not made available to the auditors and thus, a separate chapter on “Dog ate my
Accounts” is presented. • Part Five For explaining the concept of forensic audit properly, a new Structure has been invented by the author termed as “T-3 Structure” wherein: ? T-1 : Test ? T-2 : Trace and ? T-3 : Track With the help of a concept called “Look Forward – Look
Backward” on T-3 Structure, how the successful forensic audit can be carried out is explained in a separate chapter, under the head “Look
Forward – Look Backward”. • Part Six Lastly, it is found that in various cases of fraud and misrepresentation of details in the financial
statement, the Statutory Auditor were found to be the helping hand. As in forensic audit - responsibility has to be fixed and thereafter, a
separate part itself for the role played by the statutory auditor - “Where were the Auditor’s - strange but true”.
The bestselling guide to stress-free bookkeeping - specifically for Australia and New Zealand Do you want to save time, money, and a few
grey hairs by establishing efficient bookkeeping practices? You’ve come to the right place! Bookkeeping For Dummies, Second Australian &
New Zealand Edition, shows small business owners and bookkeepers how to record day-to-day transactions, understand GST, generate
Profit & Loss reports, and so much more. Inside, you’ll get to grips with bookkeeping basics, discover how to record business transactions
correctly, use the latest accounting software, and find out how to manage employee payroll. You’ll also get advice on allocating tricky
transactions correctly. The new edition of this bestselling guide has been fully updated to include cloud accounting software, bank feeds, and
automated reconciliations. You can find out about changes to BAS Agent legislation, and the latest in payroll and tax reporting obligations.
New chapters include how to start your own independent bookkeeping practice, and a practical explanation of the bookkeeper’s professional
‘code of conduct.’ Covers cloud accounting and recent changes in the accounting software landscape Includes information and resources
specific to Australia and New Zealand Contains a Foreword written by Matthew Addison, Executive Director of the Institute of Certified
Bookkeepers Provides lots of helpful information and tips for students studying Certificate IV in Bookkeeping or Financial Services. Do you
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know your assets from your equity? Or are you confused about depreciation? Whether you’re a small business owner who is new to
bookkeeping or a seasoned bookkeeping professional who wants to learn more about creating complex financial reports, Bookkeeping For
Dummies sets you up for success.
REVISED AND UPDATED-NOW WITH FINANCIAL LESSONS FROM COVID-19 We work hard to earn our money. But regardless of how
much we earn, the money worry never goes away. Bills, rent, EMIs, medical costs, vacations, kids' education and, somewhere at the back of
the head, the niggling fear of being underprepared for our own retirement. Wouldn't it be wonderful if our money worked for us just as we
work hard for it? What if we had a proven system to identify dud investment schemes? What if we could just plug seamlessly into a simple,
jargon-free plan to get more value out of our money for tomorrow, and have a super good life today as well? India's most trusted name in
personal finance, Monika Halan offers you a feet-on-the-ground system to build financial security. Not a get-rich-quick guide, this book
provides you a smarter way to live your dream life, rather than stay worried about the 'right' investment or 'perfect' insurance. Unlike many
personal finance books, Let's Talk Money is written specifically for you, keeping the Indian context in mind.
An entrepreneur is always good at his business, i.e. the service or the product his enterprise offers to the customer. In most of the cases, he
is technically capable of delivering a great product or service. However, it is not necessary that while the customer is super satisfied, the
entrepreneur is also making good money for himself. At least, he should know whether he had made enough. It is also relevant for him to
know if that profit had actually reached his pocket or not. The Four Bucket Cash Flow gives absolute clarity of the money the business
actually generated and how it was utilised during a period of time. The distinction of the owner from the business brings out a clear picture of
how the entrepreneur has dealt with the funds of his business. A few critical business decisions come out from the regular analysis of the
Four Bucket Cash Flow Statement.
Do you dream of starting your own business but don’t have any money? What if you could set up a venture with nothing but a good business
idea and the determination to make it work? It’s an appealing idea, particularly in the current economic climate where no one has cash to
spare and austerity rules the day. In fact, studies show that more people start businesses during recessions than at any other time. The good
news is that it can be done, provided you follow a few golden rules. Based on Rachel Bridge's popular workshops, this book will help set you
on the way to success. As the former Enterprise Editor for the Sunday Times, Rachel has interviewed hundreds of successful entrepreneurs.
Join her on her journey as she starts up her very own enterprise, entrepreneurthings.com, and covers all the ups and downs she encounters,
while giving examples along the way of how real-life entrepreneurs have coped with the same problems that beset everyone in business at
some point.

Confused by the complicated US college admissions process? Fret no more. Acing Admissions is the only guide you need to help
navigate the application process. From profile building to financial aid information and everything in between, Acing Admissions
provides a step-by-step guide to help parents and students alike. Authors Kavita Mehta, MBA, and Kimberly Wright Dixit, PhD, cofounders of The Red Pen, India's premier admissions advising firm, aim to demystify the US college landscape by providing easyto-understand information and anecdotes that are helpful to Indian applicants.
Over the last decade, Indian banks in general and the government-owned public sector ones in particular have gradually got
themselves into a big mess. Their bad loans, or loans which haven't been repaid for ninety days or more, crossed Rs 10 lakh crore
as of 31 March 2018. To put it in perspective, this figure is approximately seven times the value of farm loan waivers given by all
state governments in India put together. And this became the bad money of the Indian financial system. Why were the corporates
unable to return these loans? Was it because they had no intention of doing so?Who were the biggest defaulters of them all? Are
Vijay Mallya and Nirav Modi just the tip of the iceberg?How much money has the government spent trying to rescue these
banks?How are the private sector banks gradually taking over Indian banking?Is your money in public sector banks safe?How are
you paying for this in different ways?And what are the solutions to deal with this? In Bad Money, Vivek Kaul answers these and
many more questions, peeling layer after layer of the NPA (non-performing assets) problem. He goes back to the history of Indian
banking, providing a long, deep and hard look at the overall Indian economy. The result is a gripping financial thriller that is a must
for understanding a crisis that threatens our banking system and economy.
Romancing the Balance Sheet: For Anyone Who Owns, Runs or Manages a BusinessCollins
When Raghuram G. Rajan took charge as Governor of the Reserve Bank of India in September 2013, the rupee was in free fall,
inflation was high, India had a large current account deficit and India's exchange reserves were falling. As measure after measure
failed to stabilize markets, speculators sensed a full-blown crisis and labelled India one of the Fragile Five economies. Rajan's
response was to go all out, not just to tackle the crisis of confidence, but also to send a strong message about the strength of
India's institutions and the country's ongoing programme of reform. He outlined a vision that went beyond the immediate crisis to
focus on long-term growth and stability, thus restoring investor confidence. Boldness and farsightedness would be characteristic of
the decisions he took in the ensuing three years. Rajan's commentary and speeches in I Do What I Do convey what it was like to
be at the helm of the central bank in those turbulent but exciting times. Whether on dosanomics or on debt relief, Rajan explains
economic concepts in a readily accessible way. Equally, he addresses key issues that are not in any banking manual but essential
to growth: the need for tolerance and respect to assure India's economic progress, for instance, or the connection between political
freedom and prosperity. I Do What I Do offers a front-row view into the thinking of one of the world's most respected economists,
one whose commitment to India's progress shines through in the essays and speeches here. It also brings home what every RBI
Governor discovers for himself when he sits down at his desk on the 18th floor: the rupee stops here. Right here!
Are you happy with the way you are handling your finances? Research says that 90% of the people work for EMI and not for
anything else. People stick to their job because of the EMIs they must pay. Are you one among them and want to get rid of your
EMIs? Are you looking for ways to achieve Financial Freedom? Do you want to be organized and manage your finances better?
Zero EMI has the answers to all your questions and will help you control your finances, instead of being controlled by them. The
author explains the concepts in simple English with the use of his personal stories and the stories of his friends. The book offers
practical personal finance tips for salaried people in the age group of 22 to 50 years. Grab a copy if you want to learn how to
reduce your loans, avoid taking loans and lead a stress-free life financially.
In this newly released edition of one of his classic books, The One Minute Sales Person, Spencer Johnson, the author of the
number one New York Times bestseller Who Moved My Cheese?, shows you how to sell your ideas, products, or services
successfully! This is the book that has proved to be a must-have for the millions of people who were looking for the quickest way to
improve their selling skills. In these changing times, Spencer Johnson, coauthor of The One Minute Manager®, shows you how
the phenomenal One Minute® methods can bring real and lasting sales success with the least amount of time and effort. You will
learn how to enjoy your job and your life more as you discover the effective secrets of "self-management," the integrity of "selling
on purpose," and the liberating "wonderful paradox" of helping others get what they want so you can get what you need. The One
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Minute Sales Person is a clear, easy and invaluable guide that works for both you and the people you sell to, for your financial
prosperity and personal well-being. In short, it is a classic Spencer Johnson bestseller that can help you enjoy more success with
less stress.
Dr Anil Lamba's bestselling book Romancing the Balance Sheet now comes in a compact travel edition. Meant for the On-the-Go
reader, this book is your handy companion when it comes to understanding financial management. A result of the thousands of
requests that Dr Lamba receives from the existing readers of Romancing the Balance Sheet, this book covers all topics from the
main book, albeit in an abridged form. Presented in a manner that is long enough to cover the topic and short enough to carry with
ease.
2016 Book of the Year award winner by the Institute for Financial Literacy "Set it and forget it" investing, with less risk and higher
returns Get Rich with Dividends is the bestselling dividend-investing book that shows investors how to achieve double-digit returns
using a time-tested conservative strategy. Written by a nineteen-year veteran of the equity markets, this invaluable guide shows
you how to set up your investments for minimal maintenance and higher returns, so you can accumulate wealth while you focus on
the things that matter. Using the author's proprietary 10-11-12 system, you'll learn how to generate the income you need on a
quarterly or even monthly basis. You'll discover the keys to identifying stocks that will return twelve percent or more every year,
and how to structure your investments for greater security and financial well being. This method is so easy to use, you'll want to
teach it to your children early to set them up for financial independence and help them avoid the problems that plagued many
investors over the past decade. Dividends are responsible for 44 percent of the S&P 500's returns over the last eighty years. They
represent an excellent opportunity today, especially for investors who have been burned in recent meltdowns and are desperate
for sensible and less risky ways to make their money grow. This book describes a framework that allows investors to reap higher
returns with a low-to-no maintenance plan. Set up an investment system that requires little to no maintenance Achieve double-digit
average annualized returns over the long term Focus on other things while your money works for you Increase returns even with
below-average growth in share price Market risk is high and interest rates are low, making it a perfect time to get started on a more
sensible wealth generation strategy. With expert guidance toward finding and investing in these unique but conservative and
proven stocks, Get Rich with Dividends is the only book on dividend investing you'll ever need.

Leads everyday investors into better investment decisions while allowing learning to take place through the use of
worksheets, forms, graphs, charts, checklists, examples, definitions, sidebars and step-by-step examples. Allows an
understanding of fundamental analysis and a plan for putting together a more profitable stock portfolio to be learnt.
Thinking Smart offers all that you need to know, to achieve just about everything, from managing a delicate relationship,
a surprise firing, to creating a winning team or business, and more. The book explores smartness by combining
economic, psychological and sociological perspectives in ways that we often overlook in our daily lives. From being a
management guru to a corporate leader, Prof. Nirmalya Kumar provides a holistic view of smartness- from the corner
office and from a Professor's perspective. This is your guide to mastering the subtle art of work, life and everything inbetween.
This book aims to explain the readers how to read, understand, analyse and interlink the voluminous information
available in the financial statement with the help of charts, case analysis, etc. In other words, this book provides in-depth
analysis, stepwise approach with the use of case analysis, to understand & decode the financial statements. This book
extensively deals with the following issues & suggests on how they can be mitigated through proper analysis of financial
statements: • Laxity in credit risk appraisal and loan monitoring in banks • Lack of appraisal skills for projects that need
specialised skills, resulting in acceptance of inflated cost or aggressive projections etc. • How to find out frauds, wilful
default, diversion of funds • How to find out early warning signs based on proper analysis of financial statements The
entire concept of decoding of financial statement has been divided into six keys: • Key #1 deals with Statement of Profit
& Loss • Key #2 deals with Balance Sheet • Key #3 deals with Concept of Audit and Auditor’s Report • Key #4 relates to
Companies Auditor’s Report Order • Key #5 is used for decoding Connecting Statements, and • Key #6 is the Master
Key The Present Publication is the 3rd Edition, authored by G.C. Pipara, with the following noteworthy features: •
[Reading between the lines of Financial Statements] and correlating relevant information with proper analysis, using the
Authors experience • [How to Hone your Skills] to dissect financial statements with surgical precision • [Unlocking the
Mysteries & Tricks] by explaining how to analyse the various details & detect what has been disclosed and not •
[Focused Analysis] to find out strengths, early warning signs, frauds, creative accounting, genuineness of various items,
etc. ? How to read the balance sheet beyond what is visible on the surface ? How to analyse the information ? How to
correlate the various details available • [Professional Oriented Book] This book has been developed, keeping in mind the
following factors: ? Interaction of the author during his trainings to various banks and organisations on credit and analysis
of financial statements ? Shaped by the authors experience of 38+ years being a chartered accountant, research analyst
and fraud investigator ? Reaction and responses of attendees during the trainings, have also been incorporated at
different places in the book • [New Chapter on CARO 2020] has been considered in detail under Key #4 | The
Companies Auditor’s Report Order. • [Updated & Amended] All changes made in the Companies Act and latest position
as at the end of March 2021 has been considered in this book The detailed contents of the book are as follows: •
Statement of Profit & Loss ? Revenue from Operations ? Other Income ? Cost of Materials Consumed and Purchases of
Traded Goods ? Manufacturing and Operating Cost ? Finance Cost ? Depreciation ? Tax Expense ? Other Expenses ?
Exceptional Items, Extraordinary Items and Prior Period Items ? Property, Plant and Equipment – Tangible ? Fixed
Assets – Intangible ? Investments ? Loans & Advances ? Other Assets ? Inventories and Trade Receivables ? Cash,
Cash Equivalent and Bank Balances ? Advances Recoverable in Cash or Kind or for Value to be Received ?
Shareholders’ Funds or Net Worth or Capital ? Provisions & Contingent Liabilities ? Borrowings ? Trade Payables and
Other Liabilities • Concept of Audit and Auditor’s Report ? Understand the Audit ? Report on Internal Financial Controls ?
Analysis of Opinions ? Analysis of Emphasis of Matters/Note • Companies Auditor’s Report Order ? Control over
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Resources ? Related Party Transactions ? Legal Compliance ? Statutory Dues ? Financial Health of the Company ? End
Use of Funds ? Whistle Blower ? Resignation of Statutory Auditor • Connecting Statement ? Significant Accounting
Policies ? Notes on Accounts ? Cash Flow Statements • Master Key ? How to Link 5 Key to Decode Financial Statement
This book on Security Analysis and Portfolio Management is a comprehensive source of information and analysis for
students and practitioners. The distinguishing feature of the book is the detailed coverage of the regulatory environment,
which consists of the current and updated rules and regulations, tax-environment and the practice of investment in the
securities market in India. The book has been written keeping in mind the potential investor and an average student. It
addresses all their doubts and concerns and makes them informed about the money market. This well organised, lucidly
written text covers various aspects of the portfolio management, ranging from analysis to revision and then performance
evaluation of the portfolio. Also discusses in detail the securities market, derivatives and risk evaluation that helps in
understanding the trading system better and making quality investment decisions. Besides explaining the theoretical
concepts of portfolio management, the book provides a detailed analysis of the latest development in the securities
trading. It is meant to be a ‘single window book’ covering the SAPM syllabus of almost all the Indian Universities and
institutes conducting MBA/PGDM or MCom programmes. The book will be equally useful for the students of ICAI, ICWAI
as well as for investment courses conducted by NSE. Key Features • Easy to understand by the readers even if they
have not been exposed to higher mathematics.• Vast coverage of the SAPM topics.• Several worked-out problems in
relevant chapters to aid and assist students and teacher alike.• Detailed discussion on Indian stock and share market in
context to the country’s current scenario.
This groundbreaking book, by the bestselling authors of Jugaad Innovation, shows how India can harness the three
megatrends -- the sharing economy, the maker movement and the circular economy -- and disruptive technologies such
as AI and 3D printing to generate jobs and drive inclusive and sustainable growth in the decades to come. The world
faces a stark challenge: meeting the needs of over 7 billion people without bankrupting the planet. India, with its large
population and limited resources, is at the very epicentre of this challenge. It also offers a creative way out. Its resilient
jugaad mindset, dynamic ecosystem of start-ups and enterprises, and the practice of NGOs and governments working
together promises not only to meet its own requirements in a sustainable way but also the needs of billions around the
world. Packed with over fifty case studies, Do Better with Less offers six proven principles that Indian entrepreneurs and
businesses can use to co-create frugal solutions in education, energy, healthcare, food and finance that are highly
relevant to India and the world. This book is India's guide to claiming global leadership in frugal innovation.
A book for non-finance managers who want to learn the language of business - the numbers. The book is a jargon free,
layman's way of explaining financial statements in a user-friendly manner.
WELCOME TO INDIA, THE LAND OF DIVERSITY, COMPLEXITY, CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITY!
Understanding the Indian consumer is a tricky business. In a country where language and culture vary every few
kilometres, the conventional rules of marketing and selling don't apply. It's a market where successful international
brands had to shut shop while many smaller, lesser-known brands made fortunes by decoding the Indian consumer. So,
what does it really take to succeed in the great Indian mela and win consumers? In Pragmarketism, Trupti and Arvind
Bhandari address this opportunity for all business builders, gleaned from their collective experience of forty-five years of
managing more than thirty brands across several blue-chip companies. Blending Western theories with Eastern ethos,
Pragmarketism offers solutions for: Shaping an inspiring vision for your company. Building brands soaked in Indian
sociological realities. Framing desi segmentation, targeting and positioning. Modelling your digital strategy in a noisy,
dynamic environment. Implementing 'breakthrough innovation' frameworks. And finally, syncing all critical functions to
deliver value to consumers. Drawing from successful brands in FMCG, durables, media and other industries, the book
offers unprecedented insights on succeeding in the world's most exciting market.
Pankaj Sekhsaria is the most consistent chronicler of contemporary issues in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, and one
of the best known. His writings on the environment, wildlife conservation, development and indigenous communities have
provided insights and perspective on the life of the islands for over two decades. Islands in Flux is a compilation of
Sekhsaria's writings on key issues in the Islands over this period and provides an important, consolidated account that is
relevant both for the present and the future of this beautiful but also very fragile and volatile island chain. The book is
both a map of the region as well as a framework for the way forward, and essential reading for anyone who cares about
the future of our world.
There is no such thing as a non-finance person. It is an error to think that finance management is limited to the Finance Department alone. In
fact, it is happening right through the organization-for every action you take impacts the bottom line of your company. Read this book to
understand what Profit really means and how Inventory and Sales impact it. Learn to read Balance Sheets and deploy Funds intelligently.
Make the most efficient use of your Working Capital and discover the simple secrets of Marginal Costing, Leverage and Funds Flow. Written
in a simple conversational style, Romancing the Balance Sheet will teach you all the intelligent ways of Good Financial Management.
Provides readers with the methods, algorithms, and means to perform text mining tasks This book is devoted to the fundamentals of text
mining using Perl, an open-source programming tool that is freely available via the Internet (www.perl.org). It covers mining ideas from
several perspectives--statistics, data mining, linguistics, and information retrieval--and provides readers with the means to successfully
complete text mining tasks on their own. The book begins with an introduction to regular expressions, a text pattern methodology, and
quantitative text summaries, all of which are fundamental tools of analyzing text. Then, it builds upon this foundation to explore: Probability
and texts, including the bag-of-words model Information retrieval techniques such as the TF-IDF similarity measure Concordance lines and
corpus linguistics Multivariate techniques such as correlation, principal components analysis, and clustering Perl modules, German, and
permutation tests Each chapter is devoted to a single key topic, and the author carefully and thoughtfully introduces mathematical concepts
as they arise, allowing readers to learn as they go without having to refer to additional books. The inclusion of numerous exercises and
worked-out examples further complements the book's student-friendly format. Practical Text Mining with Perl is ideal as a textbook for
undergraduate and graduate courses in text mining and as a reference for a variety of professionals who are interested in extracting
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information from text documents.
Resistance to the Pod Leadership has come apart. The Grove has been destroyed but so has the Pod Minister. Quinn, Bea and Alina
separately must embark on a perilous journey across the planet's dead landscape in search of the rumoured resistance base Sequoia. The
welcome they receive at Sequoia is not what they expect, and soon they are facing a situation that seems as threatening as that of the Pod
inhabitants. Meanwhile the former Pod Minister's son, Ronan, is beginning to have his doubts about the regime but as a member of an elite
force he is sent out of the pod to hunt down the Grove's survivors. In a world in which the human race is adapting to survive with little air, the
stakes are high. This action-packed sequel to Breathe is every bit as nail-biting and satisfying as its predecessor - visionary storytelling of the
highest quality.
The economy isn’t just for the economists to debate on. All of us are affected by its ups and downs—global recession, rise in interest rates, or
hike in food prices. But do we understand the principles at work and how and why they really affect us? Day to Day Economics is an
enjoyable, accessible, and extremely user-friendly book that explains the modern day Indian economy to the layperson. In this relevant book,
Professor Deodhar explains the role of the government and its involvement in different aspects of the economy; the need for the RBI and its
functions; and how taxes, stock markets, and recessions work. Day to Day Economics will help you go beyond the facts and figures in the
budget and connect the trends to your daily life. As with all IIMA Business Books, it comes illustrated with numerous Indian examples and
case studies making this the ultimate rookie’s guide to the Indian economy.
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